
Tavant is a digital products and solutions company that provides impactful results to its customers across a 
wide range of industries from Consumer Lending to Retail in North America, Europe, and Asia-Pacific.
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Rahil

Tavant TA head, India


Recruiter, Tavant


The TA Team led by Syed aimed to roll out 10-15 offers every month. Due to the requirements being niche, 
recruiters spent significant time sourcing the right resumes. Furthermore, switching between various 
platforms, trackers and daily transactions, the recruiters worked hard to manage their productivity. Despite 
all these efforts, they were able to generate .5-7 offers per month

By using CBREX , not only did Rahil and Satish receive screened talent, 
but their productivity skyrocketed, thanks to CBREX’s 7-in-1 
communication tool, Ctalk. C-talk is a super productive All-in-One 
collaboration tool where recruiters can communicate with sourcing 
agencies, just like WhatsApp.




 



Tavant's Predicament

How Tavant TA Team boosted Salesforce Hiring 
by 3x against all odds in a Quarter


How CBREX assisted Tavant

Key Outcomes

C a s e  S t u d y

(2020 Q4) (2022 Q2)
Quarterly offers Quarterly offers

 Want screened talent, quick hiring and 
improved recruiter productivity?



Schedule a discovery with CBREX today!

But it is much more than that! 

Talk to us
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Screening Scheduling Feedbacks Sharing Retagging Downloads Chat

After assigning a CBREX exclusive recruiter

“We always and only want the best candidates to be hired. CBREX curation 
helped us in removing unproductive labor-intensive manual processes and make 
faster and better hiring decisions. Spending 45-60 mins a day on the CBREX 
platform enabled a recruiter in our company to hire quality candidates in a very 
niche skill area.”


“I love spending time on Ctalk where I screen resumes, update feedbacks and 
chat with vendors, all in a single window!”


3x 175%
Increase in relevant CV inflow Increase in Quarterly Selections
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